Support the Community Campout
Homeless Lives Matter.
We are serving an Emergency Breakfast to encourage residents and users of the Homeless (Lack of)
Services Center and to publicize the broader attacks on poor people outside. This will be our
fourth breakfast serving here. We did this last week in the vacant area at the corner of Highway 1 & 9.
SCPD and CHP showed up last Thursday in massive numbers to discourage our presence at that
location under the pretext it was a "traffic hazard". Which it was not. We ultimately moved onto the
sidewalk (though the space further back from the street was safer). After we insisted on our right to be
there and suggesting we would stay regardless, police left after an hour of harassment.
Please help us document what happens today. Use your audio or equipment, or simply be a witness
and helper in case we face police pressure again. We may feel the need to move again (a closer
location to the Homeless (Lack of) Services Center [HLOSC} has also been suggested).

The objectives: to (a) advise HLOSC residents and supporters of the
proposed shutdown of meals and other services to the broader homeless
community, (b) advise them we are beginning a Community "Homeless
Lives Matter"[HLM] CampOut on July 4th--the procession to start at
the Main Post Office, (c) let walker- and drivers-by become more aware
of the situation, and (d) sign up volunteers for the July 4th CampOut,
and so (e) encourage authorities to suspend enforcement of the laws
against survival camping at least until such time as real shelter or
housing exists for the several thousand people outside.
I'll also be able to interview folks more easily for Free Radio (show tomorrow night 6-8 PM at 101,.3
FM or freakradio.org) if there are some more volunteers there. And we'll get more fliers out.

Want to support the Homeless Lives Matter Campout?
You can sleep out, observe, or support from a distance.
On what days (July 4 and thereafter) will you be available?
The opinions on this flier are those of HUFF and perhaps other groups as well.
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